Chevy traverse problems 2011

The following chart shows the 22 most common problems for Chevrolet Traverse. The number
one most common problem is related to the vehicle's engine and engine cooling with problems.
The second most common problem is related to the vehicle's steering problems. In our research
we use the PPMY index to compare the reliability of vehicles. The PPMY index of a certain
model is defined as the problems reported per thousand vehicles per Year. The total sales of the
Chevrolet Traverse in the United States are , units [1]. If the total number of problems reported
by Chevrolet Traverse owners in the last 10 years is , and the age of the vehicle is 10, the PPMY
index can then be calculated as. For more information, refer to this page: A study of reliability
comparison across Chevrolet Traverse model year vehicles. The following chart shows the
number of problems reported during each of the service years since the debut of the Chevrolet
Traverse in When making the decision between buying a new or used Chevrolet Traverse, the
following table can be used to compare the Chevrolet Traverse with the Chevrolet Traverse from
other model years. Note that the number of problems reported for the Traverse is while the
average number of problems reported for the 13 model years of the Chevrolet Traverse is Car
Problems. All Cars Chevrolet Traverse Chevrolet Traverse - Problems, Statistics, and Analysis.
Table 1. Common problems of the Chevrolet Traverse. Table 2. Table 3. Compare the Chevrolet
Traverse with other model years. Engine And Engine Cooling. Electronic Stability Control.
Power Train. Electrical System. Vehicle Speed Control. Air Bag. Service Brakes. Other Fuel
System. Seat Belt. Traction Control System. Exterior Lighting. Unknown Or Other. Gasoline Fuel
System. Forward Collision Avoidance. Switch Year: Eight problems related to car stall have
been reported for the Chevrolet Traverse. The most recently reported issues are listed below.
Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Chevrolet Traverse based on
all problems reported for the Traverse. While driving my chevy Traverse lt on highway with ,
miles on it when my Traverse lost acceleration and stalled out with cars flying up on me at
mph,I finally costed over to the emergency lane, had it towed to dealership and techs couldn't
figure this out , after a week of service techs couldn't find the problem, I was finally notified by
dealership that there's something wrong with motor and electrical and it's not worth fixing. I
would like to know what I can do with this. Tl-the contact owns a Chevrolet Traverse. The
contact stated that while driving at unknown speeds the vehicle was shaking and stalled. The
low power mode warning light was illuminated. The contact called a independent mechanic and
was referred to the dealer. The contact called a local dealer macmulkin Chevrolet 3 marmon dr,
nashua, nh where informed that there were unaware of a issue with vehicle. The vehicle was not
diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the issue but no further assistance was
provided. The failure mileage was , Tl the contact owns a Chevrolet Traverse. While driving 55
mph, the vehicle misfired and stalled without warning. Additionally, there was an abnormal
winding noise. The vehicle was towed to the local dealer legacy Chevrolet, us hwy 25e, corbin,
ky where it was diagnosed that the timing chain and valves needed to be replaced. The vehicle
was not repaired. The manufacturer was notified and opened case number: No further
assistance was provided. The failure mileage was approximately , Engine bearing failure
causing engine to seize. While driving on busy highway vehicle stalled causing unexpected
stopping with no warning from vehicle. The contact owns a Chevrolet Traverse. While driving
various speeds, "engine power low" illuminated on the instrument panel and the vehicle stalled.
The failure occurred on two occasions and was intermittent. The vehicle was taken to an
independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the timing link on the inside of the motor
failed and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate
failure mileage was , The VIN was not available. Gm has a recall out on models, however my is
experiencing the exact same problem but no recall for that year. Per gm this can result in the
vehicle unexpectantly running out of fuel and stalling, increasing the risk of a crash. The
contact stated that while driving approximately 20 mph, the vehicle stalled without warning. The
vehicle was not taken to dealer for diagnostic testing or repairs. The manufacturer was not
notified of the failure. The approximate failure and current mileage was 79, The contact stated
that the vehicle experienced difficulty starting. The contact also stated that the vehicle lost
power and stalled intermittently. The failure was experienced numerous times. The vehicle was
taken to the dealer several times for the failure. The dealer performed a diagnostic test that was
unable to locate a failure code. The vehicle was then test driven and the failure was duplicated.
The dealer replaced the ground wires and the computer module, but the failure was not
corrected. The VIN information was not available. The failure mileage was 11, and the current
mileage was 16, Car Problems. Car Stall problem 1. Car Stall problem 2. Car Stall problem 3. Car
Stall problem 4. Car Stall problem 5. Car Stall problem 6. Car Stall problem 7. Car Stall problem
8. Engine And Engine Cooling problems Engine And Engine Cooling problems. Check Engine
Light On problems. Water Pump problems. Engine Belts And Pulleys problems. Engine Shut Off
Without Warning problems. Engine Failure problems. Gas Recirculation Valve egr Valve

problems. Loud Engine Noise problems. Engine Stall problems. Engine Oil Leaking problems.
Radiator problems. For being such a big name in the realm of the automotive industry,
Chevrolet certainly has some issues with their cars. The Chevrolet Traverse has a huge host of
problems that have hurt the Chevrolet reputation. When analyzing the Chevy Traverse
specifically, there are various problems that are consistent throughout the years, hampering the
reliability and trustworthiness of this make and model. Specifically the Chevy Traverse between
the years of have ample reports of numerous problems, notably the air conditioner and
transmission problems. Although certain things within your vehicle can be fixed at a lower
price-point and can be relatively pain-free, some issues require more serious fixes that can dig
a hole in your wallet. When discussing some of these Chevy Traverse problems, there are a few
which are relatively cheap in the big scheme of things. However, the transmission problems for
a Chevy Traverse are not at the cheap-end of the spectrum, and unfortunately, the category that
plagues the Chevrolet Traverse the most is engine problems. Originally being marketed and
branded as a full-size crossover, the Traverse began assembly in Unfortunately, the inception of
the Traverse is when the problems began, and it has continued through In the first year that
Chevrolet produced the Traverse, they unfortunately had numerous complaints with their
brand-new creation. The Traverse problems were mainly under the categories of engine and
steering problems, with other NHTSA complaints about the drivetrain and the brakes. First,
regarding the engine problems, the main issues were excessive oil consumption, spark plug
coil failure, misfires, bad timing chain, and a broken timing chain. The oil consumption being
too high usually occurs at around , miles, and can sometimes be remedied by adding some
more oil. The spark plug coil failure typically occurs at below 50, miles, and requires you to
replace the spark plug coil. The solution is either a change of the spark plugs and a valve cover
gasket, change of spark plugs and fuel system tune up, or a replacement of ignition coils.
Analyzing the Traverse steering problems, the key issues were difficulty turning and the power
steering stopping working. There were numerous NHTSA complaints about the steering
capabilities of this model as well, with the car being unable to switch gears when needed,
causing crashes and unsafe driving conditions. The main issues within the engine category of
problems was engine failure, timing chain code issue, check engine light on, and engine losing
power while driving. The check engine light coming on is usually a sign your transmission is
slipping! The main solution for this issue is to replace the engine, which is a costly procedure.
The check engine light typically comes on due to a faulty camshaft position, the timing chain
needing to be replaced, or the needing to replace the timing belt and gears. Lastly, the engine
losing power while driving is a sign that you need to replace the engine, which is a costly repair.
In addition to the Chevrolet Traverse engine problems, this model has serious issues with the
steering. The main problems within this category is the power steering stops working, there is a
noise while turning, and the steering rack seal can leak. This model has serious power steering
concerns due to users having a hard time with their power steering quitting at low speeds. The
Chevrolet Traverse problems are mainly all in the engine category â€” there is an extremely
high number of user reports and NHTSA complaints, making this vehicle unsafe for anyone to
drive. When there are numerous reports within the engine category, that usually insinuates
engine failure â€” a costly and imperative part to replace. The main issue in the engine category
is numerous reports of engine failure, along with reduced engine power, the check engine light
coming on, and the engine shutting off while driving. Despite maintaining your Chevrolet
Traverse, you could still undergo engine failure â€” which is extremely costly and dangerous.
The Traverse is the worst-rated model of the Chevrolet Traverse line. First, there are reports of
the engine power being reduced. Second, the engine light comes on, which can be solved by
replacing the emissions sensor or changing the fuel pump. Third, there are reports of the
engine seizing while driving. Despite some issues, the problems have been reduced, and mainly
deal with a reduced engine power and the vehicle speed control. The engine problems with this
model can result in your car being unsafe to turn, losing traction, a locking steering wheel,
difficulty turning, and the engine losing power. The other category that had problems with the
Chevrolet Traverse is the electrical system. There are reports of the engine light coming on,
loss of power happening, and loss of traction all occurring simultaneously, which makes it very
unsafe to drive. The engine problems are mainly losing power while driving, vehicle speed
control issues, and the need to restart the car. If you lose power while driving, this is a scary
and terrifying situation. This makes the car unsafe to drive, and we would not recommend this
model for any user due to this fact alone. There are various NHTSA complaints about vehicle
control issues and users having to pull over to restart their car in order to continue driving,
sometimes to no avail. The uncertainty and unreliability of this engine makes it a bad choice for
any driver. In addition to the engine issues, the safety of everyone is further reduced by the seat
belt problems. In addition, the seatbelt and airbag issues have caused at least 2 crashes and 10

injuries within this model, which is unacceptable. The Chevrolet Traverse somewhat remedied
the engine issues, but by no means made a highly-safe vehicle. Regarding the electrical
problems, there are reports of the car losing power while accelerating and the alternator
sticking and failing during use. In terms of the problems with the brakes, there are reports of
pulses while braking, unintentional accelerating, hydraulic issues, and problems with the
electronic stability control. Lastly, the steering problems are characterized by issues with the
power steering pump, power steering failure, and a shaking while accelerating. Since the engine
and transmission problems seem to recur every year without fail unlike their engines.. First,
make sure you clean out your car and gather all of your personal belongings. This includes any
electronic and audio systems you have, which can get you some quick cash. After this is done,
bring your car to a reputable location like CashCarsBuyer for a fair and trustworthy quote, and
save some money for your new car. Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights
Reserved. I have been subjected to a unexpected scare in my Traverse and wonder if anyone
had the same fate. On accelerating to overtake there was a multiple shift of the gears at least 2
back which caused the motor to hesitate and put me in a precarious position of slowing down
instead of speeding up to pass other vehicles. I have possessed a Cadillac SRX that had the
same problem so I assume the the problem is in the transmission as both vehicles have the 6
speed auto tranny. I would be interested in hearing from other owners with same or similar
problem. We purchased this Traverse in June of It was a one owner vehicle and we felt it was a
good buy. Less than a year later we are learning it's a major flop! We have already had the water
pump replaced, the power steering system, and now the whole power steering rack is out. I
could see if this was a high mileage vehicle, but it has less than 50, miles! From what we have
read this is a HUGE problem with this vehicle. Chevrolet really needs to look into this, as I feel
the amount of other people with this exact problem may warrant a recall on this system. Buyer
beware! We were involved in an accident. The other car was totaled and very little damage to my
right front bumper area. My vehicle drives like a dream, performs fantastically, and is built like a
tank for safety. The front end folded like it should have for optimal protection and safety. I love
this car and it is so worth the money we paid for it. Love the vehicle. Very Comfortable. Mileage
well its so so. Nice amenities. Like it a heck of a lot better than my Honda Pilot that it replaced.
Now for the negative. For some strange reason that the dealer can't figure out, when the AC is
on Fresh Air coming in, and you come to a stop, you get noxious Sulfer like, or propane like
smells coming into the passenger compartment. Doesn't happen when AC is on Recirculate. I've
seen similar complaints on the Chevrolet Traverse Forum. Our Chevy Traverse has been
nothing but trouble. As others in this forum have stated, the front defrost does not work
correctly. We live in a cold climate and the heater quit working. The first time we had a problem
with the Stabilitrak, we took it to the dealer who said "they could find nothing wrong". After two
more times of experiencing "reduced power", we took it in again. I experienced reduced power
from 70 MPH to 40 MPH on the freeway it was extremely dangerous since I was accelerating in
the left lane and had to try to work my way through traffic to exit the freeway, missed an
important meeting and now the vehicle has been at the dealer for repairs, needing a new throttle
body. This car continues to be problematic. None of the dealers who have worked on the car
have been able to fix the Stabilitrak problem. We have spent quite a lot of money, but the
problem continues. As soon as we decide what type of vehicle we want, we are getting rid of
this car. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Traverse. View Photos.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars
1 star. Pros interior appearance comfort seats ride quality spaciousness safety dashboard
towing infotainment system oil road noise cup holders. Built for safety! Extremely
Disappointed! Performance Interior Comfort Reliability Value. Items per page:. Write a review
See all Traverses for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Traverse. Sign Up. Here are the two
model years of the Traverse that you should never buy. When it comes to technology, features,
powertrains and styling, the chevrolet Traverse stands out from the crowd in spectacular
fashion. To be fair to the Traverse, CarComplaints. That said, it was one of the two model years
that were plagued by virtually identical issues. The main issue with the Traverse had to do with
its engine. Sometimes, these complaints were mild, but the most common and the most severe
issue was a total engine failure. Not only was this a potentially dangerous issue, but it was also
a very expensive issue to fix as the only way to fix it was to simply replace the entire engine.
While this was a severe issue that affected many Traverse owners, the next model year of the
Traverse was even worse. The issues that the Traverse had were not serious enough for Chevy
to redesign the whole car. As a result, the Traverse had many of the same issues that the
Traverse had. For example, the most common Traverse issues had to do with its engine. Like
the Traverse, the Traverse usually started having some mild or minor engine problems at about
the 70,mile mark, according to Car Complaints. Car Complaints says that at about 76, miles,

many Traverse owners had an issue where the engine would have reduced power. Then, at
about 88, miles, many more Traverse owners suffered a total engine failure. This again could
only be fixed by replacing the entire engine. A strong roof is essential in a rollover crash. Tests
of the Chevrolet Traverse continue with the roof strength evaluation. After the model year,
Chevy finally solved the engine issues that were plaguing the Traverse. The complaints about
the Traverse on CarComplaints. Currently, the Traverse is one of the better and more reliable
SUVs on the market. The Chevy Traverse When it comes to technology, features, powertrains
and styling, the chevrolet Traverse stands out from the crowd in spectacular fashion. Worried
about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon
odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three
repairs. To see how frequently Chevrolet Traverse problems occur, check out our car reliability
stats. See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on 33
repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs,
and repair trips that include maintenance. GM requires that I take it to them for periodic oil level
checks every miles for a second time. Dealer didn't had the part so I had to buy it from Amazon.
My warranty is up in miles. There are 6 coils. The , mile warranty does not cover the ignition
coils. I have reported to GM, but nothing is being done. Second time in less than a year. Dealer
replaced under GM drivetrain warranty. The gas cap normally gets tight, clicks one time and
then springs back counter-clockwise slightly. The gas cap no longer sprung back and was not
creating a tight seal. That was causing the check engine light to come on. No repair was made,
just when filling up I ensure a proper seal of the gas cap. This is a Major repair entailing full
removal of the engine subassembly to replace. I was turned around the first day because dealer
was short on mechanics. Drove home and had a coolant leak. Upon returning to dealer on told
time, I was diagnosed with a bad water pump. Called onstar told it was engine backfire code.
Took to dealer they reset the computer nothing else. The code: do not drive bring into shop.
Engine gas issue. This is my second Traverse had a timing chain replaced at miles and traverse
has the same issue. Found water pump was not working. Replaced all timing components and
actuators except for camshaft sprockets. Engine and transmission had to be removed from
vehicle. Also replaced alternator, water pump and drive belt due to mileage and ease of access
with engine out. Car died and emitted large amounts of white smoke from exhaust. Local
mechanic, who is very trusted by entire community, said it is some sort of catastrophic failure
that needs to be addressed by dealer. My mechanic suggested it's time to replace instead of
repair due to age and mileage k. Would have required a tow if the repair shop wasn't only four
blocks away. Light is no longer on but gas mileage got worse and loud engine ticking noise
remains. Replaced the whole water pump, seal and serp belt while at it. See TrueDelta's
information for all Chevrolet models. Traverse used 2quarts of oil in miles. Water pump leaking.
The dealer has replaced 3 ignition coils now within 2 month. Throttle body had to be replaced,
full of oil. Every time I filled up the fuel tank, the check engine light would come on. Repair took
3 days. Oil leak, replaced front seal, valve cover gaskets, water pump gaskets. My ac quit on a
road trip. Check engine light on. Engine Light on called onstar. Timing chain replaced. Timing
Chain Replacement due to codes for timing chain slack. I received a "low engine power"
message while driving. Radiator cracked, plastic end. Engine light came on - dealer performed
recall work that included the cams and resetting the ECM. Water pump seal starting leaking.
Love this car. Transmissions had to be replaced and the gas milage could be better but over all
is a great family car with comfortable seating. Wish chevy would help plzzz I have not had any
real problems with my Chevy traverse. It offers plenty of space to get around with my family. I
love the 3rd row being seats or folded down for more space. It has great gas mileage. Overall I
would buy another Chevy traverse when the time comes. It is a convenient car for a student to
get around or to help out friends. It is comfortable and easy to maneuver. A full tank does not
cost as much so you do not have to spend as much as another car. There are no problems I can
think of just grateful for a car. This SUV is very spacious and good on gas. I also love how
smooth it drives. I have 3 boys that play sports and this vehicle definitely works for our
household! The price was decent for the value of the traverse. You have many options as far as
personalization. I love my Chevy traverse. It has three rows and lots of leg space in the
backseat. The 3rd row seats can be lowered for extra storage space. It drives really well and it is
front wheel drive, which makes it safer to drive in the winter months. I would recommend this
car to anyone. This is a very reliable and trustworthy vehicle. The only thing I miss is having 4
wheel drive or all wheel drive. I love the spacious room the traverse has. My traverse has
captains seats and third row seating, which accommodates so many people. When the third row
is down, there is plenty of space for storage and hailing! We just added a tow package to tow a
small trailer, and I cannot even tell it is there. I would highly recommend this vehicle and I will
definitely buy on again! I love the comfort, it is great for long trips. The cargo area is very

spacious. I do not have to worry if I am going grocery shopping or to a flea market, I have
always have ample room. It has great horsepower, I can quickly get onto the highway without
worrying about other vehicles. I am very particular about my vehicles, it is either love or hate.
When I saw this, I immediately fell in love. I love the ability to carry 7 passengers. I have a DVD
player which has been wonderful for traveling with grandchildren. It rides nice and is spacious. I
have used it several times on long trips with family. However, I do not like the gas mileage I get
with this vehicle. I bought it at 99, miles with only one previous owner in The only issues I have
are the interior. If you spill water it stains. My aux input has also shorted out and the radio cuts
out too. Most likely a wiring issue. Other than that I love my car. Very reliable, no major issues.
Kids loved DVD system when they were younger. Have had this for 6 years. I do wish it had
Bluetooth capability sometimes the emissions messed up and check engine light comes on, but
it goes out after getting gas. Realistic gas mileage is about I have put k miles on it. The traverse
is a wonderful car that I feel safe driving my family. It is large and wonderful for long distance
travel as I can fit a lot in the trunk and in the seats. It is also an attractive car in design. The ltz
has many features and while I have a which was purchased certified used, it is still impressive
with rear camera and air conditioned seats. While newer cars are impressive with their updated
features, despite the cracked leather on the driver seat, this car has really held up for the 7
years that I have had it. It is big to carry large cargo. It is comfortable for my family of five. The
only problem I have now is the switches are going out for the windows. But it is nine years old.
It is still drive smoothly and is a very dependable vehicle. There are a few blindspot that make it
troublesome to back up and make tons and get in lines. Comfortable vehicle for taking family
members on short or long trips. I do wish I had the keyless entry. Trunk area has plenty of
room. Sunroof is nice. Passenger space is very good. Had several recalls - one last year.
Overall, a good quality vehicle. Kind of on the large size for me but will drive as long as I can.
There is a blind spot on the back and side on the passenger side. It is comfortable, roomy. It has
3 rows of seats. The 3rd row goes down for more space in the back. The spare tour is difficult to
locate. The tire is difficult to get out. The air is comfortable in the front and back. For a and
earlier model, the traverse is actually pretty advanced in its own ways. It includes a backup
camera, which has proven to be helpful many times. My only concern is getting the GPS to
work, it can be a bit finicky. Another major plus with this vehicle is that it gets a really good
amount of miles to gallon for the size of the vehicle it is. All in all I would highly recommend this
as a family vehicle. Cons: it has had a ton of recalls it seems. Also, weird things happen to it like the glove compartment just falls on the passengers feet and the windows can only be
controlled by the driver. Access to controls to work on the car ourselves are very hard to get to.
I live my traverse. For started. It fits my family of 5. Lots of cup holders. Runs amazing I have
driven her all over Michigan. I drove her from Michigan to Texas and back. She is the best. I
have a aux hook up and the radio works great. We are running into many problems recently.
Replaced whole air conditioner because of a hole. The electric windows are not working. The
electric panel on the driver's side cracked and needs to be fixed. Plus sides it is very spacious.
We are able to fit all five of us plus our camping gear! The running boards have been a big help
with children and older family members getting in and out of the car. Drives well - very
comfortable although leather is not long lasting but feels smooth still over , miles later. I love
the features and there is not a ton that needs checked on every year. Gas mileage could be
better but still a fantastic vehicle. Love my traverse! It is compact, but still comfortable. It has
leather seats and all the other 'bells and whistles. I bought it when it was new and I have never
regretted my decision. My only regret is that I will one day have to trade it in for a new model.
The leather seats are very comfortable and so easy to keep clean. I like to have snacks when I
drive and the leather seats keep me from having a 'mess' all the time. The spills just wipe right
off with no residue left behind. Buying my traverse was the best decision I have made with
regard to a car in a very long time. I hope to be able to drive it for at least five more years before
I have to trade it in for a new one. I how smooth my car drives and how much room I have on the
inside. The stow and go for the back 2 rows is my favorite portion. With my model traverse I do
not have the option to connect my phone to hands free through my car. This is my second
traverse, in the same grey color. I like the remote rear hatch release and closer. Also the rear
seats, second and third row, are easy to put down and return up. There is a ton of storage
compartments, sometimes I forget where I put it. Yes I would buy this car again, but I hope I do
not need to for awhile. Love the make and model. It is super dependable and durable. Doesn't
give me any issues. Great for traveling long distances and comfortable as well. Has a lot of
space to fit loads of stuff in. Two rows of back seats are all foldable for maximum space. I really
enjoy my Chevy traverse. Overall it has been very reliable and has taken me many places. I have
experienced minimal issues regarding the vehicle and have been able to use it while commuting
to and from work for the past 10 years. Overall I love the vehicle. Change Year. Owner Reviews
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